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Welcome to the first edition of ‘Your Airport’, a new community e-newsletter
which aims to keep you up to date with the latest from Birmingham Airport.
Your Airport will focus on the latest community and
environmental stories, with a sprinkling of general
news from across the airport site.
In this edition, I am delighted to introduce you to our
new sustainability strategy. We have set ourselves
the ambitious target of becoming a net zero carbon
airport by 2033 and the new Strategy is a robust
commitment to how we will work towards that sustainable future over the next five years.

Although we have acted as a responsible business
in the past, we cannot become complacent. We
don’t have all the answers now and know we can
always do more. Adopting the principle of ‘think
global, act local, we’ve developed this strategy to
address changes in our day-to-day activity and for
the longer term. However, we will not work in isolation; the key to achieving our goals is by working in
partnership with our tenants, with industry, government, our employees and, of course, local residents. We look forward to involving you and keeping you up to date with our progress.
You can also read about the latest grants awarded
by our Community Trust Fund. This is one of the
most important ways in which we can invest directly
in the wellbeing of our local communities and if
you’re involved with a local project then please do
take a look at what the Trust Fund can offer. We’re
particularly keen to hear from projects in north Solihull, which is currently under-represented in the list
of grants awarded.

As always, we’ve been working hard to maximise
the contribution the airport makes to the success of
the West Midlands region and, particularly after the
sad demise of Thomas Cook in the Autumn, it’s
great to see our airline partners sharing our confidence in the future of the region with announcements of new routes and additional capacity.
I hope you enjoy catching up on the latest news
from your local airport. We’d love to hear from you
about the stories and issues that are important to
you, so please do get in touch and let us know what
you’d like to see in future issues.
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Partnership Gives

Environment Update

Unwanted Baggage a New Home
Our commitment to become a Net Zero Carbon Airport by 2033
Birmingham Airport has published its sustainability strategy, outlining how we aim
to ensure we remain a responsible neighbour and reduce our environmental impact.
The strategy has been developed around the theme
of Commitment, Investment and Progress and outlines our vision to maximise the economic and social benefits we bring to our region and minimise
our impact on our neighbours and the global environment.
The main headline is our commitment to become a
net zero carbon airport by the year 2033, prioritising zero carbon airport operations and minimising
carbon offsets. Recognising that climate change is
happening, we feel there is a need for us to set an
ambitious target ahead of the UK’s target, and reduce our carbon footprint further and quicker.
In addition to climate change mitigation, the strategy focuses on priorities to reduce other environmental impacts and make improvements in areas
such as local air quality, waste, supply chain and
the circular economy, water and biodiversity. To
ensure we continue to be a responsible neighbor,
the strategy looks at noise, quality of life of local
communities and economic development & employment.
The strategy aligns with two important sustainability policy documents; the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals and the newly-published
Airports Council International Europe Sustainability
Strategy for Airports. Olivier Jankovec, Director
General of ACI EUROPE said “With the launch of its
comprehensive sustainability strategy, Birmingham

Airport is positioned amongst the leaders that are
charting the next stage of the airport industry’s
business transformation. This is about putting the
societal purpose of airports at the heart of their
business strategy. Our ACI EUROPE ‘Sustainability
Strategy for Airports’, published last June, provides the airport community with the tools and guidance to move forward and I am happy to see that
Birmingham Airport has made very good use of it.”
Although the strategy covers a five-year period,
some of the targets we have set will be delivered
over a longer period. We will nevertheless strive to
achieve these as soon as practicable and we will
review the strategy on an annual basis. Over the
next six to twelve months we will be working to revise our existing Carbon Management Plan and develop a roadmap. This will set and prioritise genuine carbon reduction objectives rather than carbon
off-setting schemes, which we see as the leastfavourable option.
Technology is changing quickly; the movement to a
net-zero economy itself is driving innovation across
the energy and transportation industry and we will
take advantage of this.

You can download the full document here

We recently arranged the first collection of suitcases as part of a new partnership with Newlife –
the Charity for Disabled Children.
Newlife provides essential equipment and support for disabled and terminally ill children across the UK and empty suitcases discarded by passengers are being donated to Newlife
to be resold in stores in Shropshire, Staffordshire, Derbyshire and Wirral – with a new store coming to Yardley, Birmingham in the coming months. Each suitcase sale will fund
Newlife’s vital core care services.
The partnership forms a key part of Birmingham Airport’s
Environmental Policy in reducing waste and the responsible
use of resources. Empty suitcases would usually be sent to
the Airport’s general waste streams.
In its first week, the scheme collected 14 suitcases. Over a
year, there is the potential to divert two tonnes of general
waste from incineration. Any suitcase deemed unfit for purpose will be recycled by Newlife to continue the reuse and
recycling of products.
Kirstin McCarthy, our Head of Sustainability said: “This partnership is part of our on-going commitment to reduce the
amount of waste we produce and to use resources in the
most responsible way we can. The profits of each suitcase
sold will go direct to Newlife,
aiding the life changing support they provide every day for
disabled and terminally ill children in our region and across
the UK.”
Colin Brown, Commercial Director at Newlife explained:
“We’ve built up our recycling
operation over almost 30 years
and are proud to be working
with Birmingham Airport by
becoming a recycling partner.
Small changes can have a far
bigger impact than most
imagine’ helping to change the
lives of hundreds of disabled
children .”
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Environment Update

AIRPORT JOINS CAMPAIGN TO
REDUCES PLASTIC WASTE
Birmingham Airport has joined forces with Severn Trent and
City to Sea on the national ‘Refill’ scheme to encourage passengers to reuse their water bottles rather than disposing of
them at the security search area.
With thousands of water bottles being disposed of each year by passengers unable to take liquids through security, the airport has installed a new
water station adjacent to the main security search entrance area for bottles
to be emptied and refilled after security at any of its bars, cafes and restaurants. Tom Redfern, Environment Manager for Birmingham Airport explained, “As a conscious business, we are always looking for new and
innovative ways to reduce our impact on the environment, including the
waste of single use plastics. This new initiative allows customers to dispose of the liquids in line with security rules but keep hold of their bottles to
refill with water for free once through security, helping to keep hydrated
while travelling.”
Birmingham Airport becomes one of the first major UK airports to join the
Refill scheme, which also provides a free to download mobile app for users
to search for the nearest free refill point in their vicinity. Water company
Severn Trent, in partnership with founding organisation City to Sea, has
rolled out a number of action days in major cities across the Midlands in
recent months, encouraging cafés, bars and restaurants to sign up to the
nationwide Refill scheme. All of Birmingham Airport’s on-site café, bars
and restaurants provide free water to customers on request.
Data shows that around 7.7 billion plastic bottles are bought across the UK
each year, resulting in substantial amounts of single-use plastic waste. The
average UK household uses 480 plastic bottles a year, but only recycles
270 of them.
The Refill app can be downloaded for free on Google Play or via the App
Store. Anyone wanting to get in touch, find out more about Refill, or those
looking to sign up or become an ambassador for their local area, can
email refill@severntrent.co.uk.

BIRMINGHAM AIRPORT TAKES PART IN WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY
Back in the summer, Birmingham Airport took part in “World Environment
Day” (WED). This annual event is the United Nation's campaign for encouraging awareness and action for the protection of the environment. First held in 1974, it has been a
flagship campaign for raising awareness on environmental issues since this date
Birmingham Airport recognises that it has a role to play
in reducing its impact on the environment and outlines
ways it will achieve this through its environmental plans.
The Airport’s commitments extend to all employees, tenants and contractors on-site.
World Environment Day is an ideal catalyst for the Airport to again raise awareness of the environmental activities that are carried out by Birmingham Airport’s dedicated Sustainability team amongst the Airport community. It also aims to receive ideas and feedback from all
staff on how collaboratively it can reduce its impact on
the environment.

noise pollution and improve our recycling efforts.
“On a site that supports jobs for 8000 people, we want
to inform them of the work we’re doing to reduce our impact and to show them ways to live more consciously both at work and at home - to make a cleaner and safer
environment.”

During the day, employees took part in competitions and
quizzes and other enjoyable activities. A team of experts
were on hand to promote staff travel, through the lift
share scheme and the options for staff to cycle to work.
Staff members also got to make a smoothie – powered
by cycling on a bike to generate enough power to create
their own healthy drink.
Nick Barton, CEO of Birmingham Airport said:
“Birmingham Airport is very focused on its responsibility
to the environment. Our Sustainability team’s mission is
to ensure that our services and operations, where they
have an impact on the local, regional and global environment, are mitigated for the protection of the environment.
“It was great to see many people from the airport community meet and engage with our Sustainability team
and learn about our ongoing environmental plans to mitigate the Airport’s impact on the environment. This includes how we reduce the carbon footprint and single
use plastics, keep our watercourses clean, minimise
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Christmas spirit soars on Flybe’s Santa
flight from Birmingham

Community News
More than £40,000 awarded to local community groups
Trustees have awarded £44,272.31 to more
than twenty local groups in the latest round
of grants made by the Birmingham Airport
Community Trust Fund.
Among those to benefit was the Meriden Adventure
Playground Association, based in Chelmsley Wood,
which was awarded £3,000 to fund shipping containers which will allow them to extend their provision for local children through the winter period
when it’s too cold and dark to play outside.
Also in receipt of an award was the Glebe Farm &
Stechford Resident’s Group, who wanted to install

benches and litter bins to make Glebe Farm Recreation Ground more inviting to local people. They received £2,700 to help achieve their aim.
The Trust Fund makes grants of up to £3,000 to local community groups in areas most affected by aircraft operations. Since its launch in 1998, it has distributed over £1.7 million in nearly 800 awards.
The Trustees are particularly keen to receive more
applications from groups in North Solihull.
Find out if your organization might be eligible to apply for an award by checking the eligibility criteria
here

Community Project

Location

Amount

Purpose

Raven Bowling Club
Berkswell & Dist. Royal British Legion Club

Bucklands End
Berkswell

£1,800.00
£1,000.00

Landscaping works to the club grounds
Landscaping works to a garden area

Heart of England School
Castle Bromwich Theatre Group
Braidwood School for the Deaf
Chelmsley Wood Adventurers & Pathfinders

Balsall Common
Castle Bromwich
Hodge Hill
Chelmsley Wood

£3,000.00
£2,273.00
£1,621.84
£3,000.00

Towards the cost of a new school minibus
Scenery flats and lighting
Landscaping materials for outdoor area
Camping & Outdoors equipment

Washwood Heath Association
St Gerard’s Catholic School
Solihull Tennis Club

Washwood Heath
Castle Vale
Solihull

£1,500.00
£1,500.00
£1,500.00

Marquees for events
Benches for outdoor play area
Resurfacing of worn out tennis court

Penny’s Youth Café

Knowle

£1,523.00

Window blinds and kitchen oven

Kingshurst Primary School
Age Concern Birmingham
Castle Vale Community Football Club
Park Hall Academy
Glebe Farm & Stechford Resident’s Group
Castle Pool Community Partnership
CATCH Radio
Marston Green Free Baptist Church
Switch Radio
Langley Primary School
Mubu Music Projects CIC
Meriden Adventure Playground Association

Kingshurst
Shard End
Castle Vale
Castle Bromwich
Glebe Farm
Castle Vale
Castle Vale
Marston Green
Castle Vale
Solihull
Falcon Lodge
Chelmsley Wood

£2,000.00
£1,657.00
£2,000.00
£2,506.86
£2,700.00
£2,500.00
£ 500.00
£3,000.00
£2,325.13
£1,500.00
£1,338.48
£3,000.00

Forest School Materials
Gardening equipment & landscaping materials
Goalposts and training aids
Camping equipment for Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme
Benches & Litter Bins
Hoist to enable less able users to access swimming pool
Radio Aerial
Landscaping materials for outdoor courtyard
Technical equipment
New liner for swimming pool
Musical Instruments
Shipping containers to provide indoor space

Total

£44,272.31

With our airline partner Flybe, Birmingham Airport
hosted a very special group of young people from
Acorns Hospice on a festive flight, during which a
very special guest arrived on board.
Having first enjoyed taking pictures with the airport’s mascots,
Zoom and Skylar, 21 excited children and their families took off
on the specially chartered flight BE8888. The hour-long trip,
which travelled as far as Wales, was joined by Santa along the
way who handed out teddy bears and a goody bag courtesy of
World Duty Free to each child and their carer.
Toby Porter, Acorns Chief Executive added: “What a truly magical day this has been for all the families, and what an extra special festive treat to meet Father Christmas himself! My sincere
thanks to Flybe, Birmingham Airport and all the partners whose
time and generosity came together wonderfully in the creation of
this fabulous event.
“At Acorns we know how important it is for the families we support to make the most of every day, particularly when they are
faced with a future that can seem very uncertain. I know there
will be precious memories created today that will last for many
Christmases to come.”
Tom Screen, Aviation Director at Birmingham Airport said: “It
was a privilege on behalf of Birmingham Airport to take part in
this incredible flight today. Acorns has been our nominated
charity for ten years, and we are delighted that Flybe has given
this amazing organisation the opportunity to take some of the
children to meet Santa in the sky at this very special time of
year.
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Trust Fund Spotlight

Community News

The B37 Project — North Solihull.
The B37 Project applied to the Community
Trust Fund to support the planting of native
wildflower bulbs across the green spaces of
north Solihull. The Trustees were delighted
to support this project and granted the full
£1,800.00 requested.
Six months on, the group reported back on how they
spent the money and it’s an inspiring success story. A
group of dedicated volunteers who call themselves ‘The
Chelmsley Angels’ have been busy throughout the
spring, planting a whopping 10,600 bulbs and flower
plugs at five sites in Chelmsley Wood and Kingshurst.
They include bluebells, snowdrops, wild garlic and red
campion, so that next year these areas should be alive
up with spring colour and all the insect life these native
plants attract.
More than this, the group has seen interest in their plans
grow with more local people volunteering to help next
year and joining the local litter picking group.
This is a great example of
what
the
Community
Trust Fund is all about –
providing relatively small
amounts of money to empower local people who
want to make a real difference in their community. If you live locally and
think your group could
benefit, check out the
Community
Investment
page of our website.
Next year, B37 plans to
plant even more areas
and we’ll be keeping an
eye on their progress.

Volunteers get stuck in to help local charities
Volunteers from Birmingham Airport
have been busy over the summer, working hard to support local charities.
Members of the Commercial, Finance and Aviation Development teams rolled up their
sleeves and threw themselves into tackling a
range of jobs at Newlands Bishop Farm in Catherine de Barnes.
The farm, operated by the Family Care Trust
charity, gives people with learning disabilities
and mental health problems the opportunity to
learn work-based skills, through work experiences in horticulture, woodwork, gardening,
horse care, catering, retail and animal husbandry.
The Airport team turned their hands to painting,
chopping wood, building fences and digging the
foundations for a path to a new sensory garden.
Over in Chelmsley Wood, out IT team got to work
on the overgrown garden area at the Solihull
Integrated Addiction Service, in support of the
Welcome Charity, while colleagues in Health &
Safety spent a day helping to conserve the
meadow area of the Cole Bank Local Nature Reserve. They were helping Warwickshire Wildlife
Trust prevent aspen seedlings from shading out
delicate wild flowers.
These days are organised as part of our Corporate Responsibility programme and - apart from
the odd sore back - are great fun. More significantly, they are one of the most important ways
we can deliver on our commitment to be a good
neighbour.
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Airport Developments

Austrian Airlines launches new
route from Birmingham

Birmingham Airport Revealed As One Of the UK's Best Large Airports

From 1st January 2020, Austrian Airlines will become
Birmingham Airport’s newest airline when it begins
direct scheduled services to the Austrian capital of
Vienna, and onward connections across Asia and Europe.
The new service improves the choice of connections for passengers
travelling to Asia, particularly those looking for services to Beijing
and Tokyo. Closer to home, Austrian Airlines will provide greater
onward connectivity to many capital cities such as Budapest, Sofia
and Zagreb, plus regional connections to Graz, Innsbruck and Klagenfurt. During the winter season, Austrian Airlines will operate a
four-weekly service on Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays and Sundays. From summer 2020, this will increase to a daily schedule. The
flights will depart from Vienna at 11:05, arriving at Birmingham Airport at 12:30. Flights will then depart from Birmingham Airport at
13:15, arriving at Vienna at 16:35.
Vienna is a destination known for its Viennese charm, boasting an
abundance of imperial architecture, a vast range of museums and
coffee shops, and is often referred to the ‘City of Music’. The city
has much to offer those travelling in both the summer and winter,
with the winter markets taking place in November through to December, along with temperatures in summer months reaching highs
of 27 degrees.

Birmingham Airport has been named as the
best large airport in the country outside of
London in Which? Travel’s 2019 Annual Airport Survey. Which? surveyed 4,499 of its
members, looking at more than 6,000 airport experiences, highlighting the best and
worst airports across the UK.
Birmingham Airport finished second to London Heathrow
T5 in terms of UK airports within the category of more
than 10 million passengers per year. Heathrow achieved
a customer satisfaction rating of 66 per cent, with Birmingham earning a 65 per cent customer score and
three stars out of five across all categories.
Which? Travel’s 2019 Annual Airport Survey asked
members to rate areas including airport seating, toilets,
staff, prices across concessions, baggage reclaim and
queue times.
Stuart Haseley-Nejrup, Head of Customer Experience at
Birmingham Airport said: “This week has been a positive

one for us, not only being recognised as the best large
airport in the country, outside of London, but earlier this
week Birmingham Airport was also announced as UK
Travel Agents Star UK Airport Award 2019 for the fifth
time in six years!
“Over the past year we have heavily focused on our customer service and the Which? survey results are testament to the investment we have made to improve the
overall satisfaction of passengers who fly with us. We
have focused heavily on creating a seamless customer
journey with efforts being placed on increasing staff on
the ground, improving the overall airport infrastructure,
speeding up check-in times with more self-service check
in desks, as well as improvements to security and passport control.

Tom Screen, Aviation Director at Birmingham Airport, said: “It’s
great news that Austrian Airlines will become our newest carrier in
January with services to Vienna, Austrian’s beautiful capital city.
With services initially operating four times weekly, the carrier will
grow to daily flights by the summer 2020 and we look forward to
welcoming yet another Star Alliance carrier to Birmingham Airport
which will provide more choice to onward destinations across Asia
and Eastern Europe.”
The Austrian Airlines service, which will replace the current point to
point Eurowings flights, will be operated by an Embraer 195 aircraft
with a capacity of up to 120 seats. The aircraft is equipped with 8
business class seats, and 112 economy seats.

“In addition to the recent developments we have made
across the airport site, we are investing even further with
the aim of making Birmingham one of Europe’s leading
regional Airports growing the current 13 million passengers to 18 million passengers by 2030.”
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Airport Developments

More seats and new routes for
Summer 2020
Two of the largest operators at Birmingham Airport have added extra capacity for Summer 2020.
Between them TUI and Jet2 have made more than
500,000 additional seats available from Birmingham for the busy summer season.
TUI have added 16 additional flying days across 11 of its current
destinations from Birmingham Airport, including customer favourites such as Antalya, Tenerife and Rhodes. The summer 2020 programme introduces two new routes — Almeria and Split — and will
also see an increase in the frequency of flights operating to Ibiza,
Menorca and Palma, giving Midland holidaymakers more choice
when booking next year’s summer holiday.
From February, TUI will make a welcome return to the Red Sea
resort of Sharm el Sheikh. The area was always a firm favourite
due to its breath-taking scenic landscape, year-round dry climate
with hot summers and warm winters and its long stretches of beautiful natural beaches and clear, calm seas. The resort is also widely
popular with those seeking water sport activities such as scuba
diving and snorkelling in the famous coral reefs.

Meanwhile Jet2 has added over 160,000 seats and three additional
aircraft next summer – increasing capacity by 23% year-on-year.
The airline will also fly to eight new routes - Skiathos, Barcelona,
Preveza (Greece), Budapest, Kefalonia, Nice, Murcia and Innsbruck. This will be the first time Midlands travellers have had the
option of flying to the capital of the Tyrol in the summer, with flights
operating between June and September next year.
Innsbruck is the fifth largest city in Austria and is surrounded by
stunning high mountains and dazzling lakes, making it attractive to
the increasing number of holidaymakers who are enticed by wellness, adventure and sport. With miles of mountain ranges and
alpine meadows on the doorstep, adventurers, hikers and cyclists
are spoiled for choice, and that’s not mentioning the unique mountain trams that offer up some of the most staggering views around.

Giving our customers a voice
Understanding our customers’ wants and needs is key to our success and the only way to do
this is capture their feedback in the moment. In this was we can know what has gone well and
where we can do better, so that we can make the customer’s journey the best it can be.
This summer, we introduced ‘The Voice of the Customer’ a brand new live feedback tool which will allow us to have
a much deeper and meaningful understanding of our customers’ experience at each point of their journey.
This system is much more sophisticated than systems currently used in other Airports, capturing
feedback from a variety of sources, including surveys, our web site, social media - and new touch
screen panels.
These have been installed throughout the airport
and are the simplest way for our customers to feedback on each part of their journey. They simply ask
“how was your experience, and tell me why”.
There are certain elements of the customer journey
we can’t physically install touchscreens, for instance on buses and in car parks, so in these areas
customers are able to scan QR codes which will
take them directly into our live feedback system
where the same two questions are asked.
The data we capture allows us to understand trends
and friction points based on time, day, month and
year. It also allows us to react in real time to issues
that develop, whether it’s a developing queue or a
dirty toilet.
Customers can also give feedback is by using our
new feedback leaflets which are available throughout the airport.
Giving our customers a voice like this will enable us
to focus on those areas that are most important to
them, so that we can be truly proud of every journey.
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